Use this fun bingo card to inspire your reading program participation, learning, and more this summer!

- Go on a walk (with a grown-up)
- Read a graphic novel
- Attend a STEAM-related library program
- Read a book in a series
- Learn a new fact
- Read a picture book
- Help someone with something
- Read a book with a cover that’s your favorite color
- Make and fly paper airplanes
- Visit the library
- Count the number of dogs you see on the street over the course of a day
- Read a book about friendship
- Read outside for 10 minutes
- Build something
- Play a game with someone
- Read a nonfiction book
- Set two ice cubes outside and see which one melts first
- Read a book with an animal on the cover
- Pick a flower and count the number of petals
- Read a book that takes place at school
- Listen to a new song
- Read a book about a character you recognize
- Draw a picture
- Read a fantasy book